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use only for the reason that the initial invest
ments for the floats anchored in the water course,
the suspension means, the gears between the pro
peller and a generator which is arranged above
water, as well as for the protecting rakes are still
too high in proportion to the obtainable output.

2

Vation of the stream turbine anchored to the
ground;
Fig. 3 is a plan view at a larger scale than Figs.
1 and 2 of the stream turbine;

Up to the present, the so-called stream tur
bines which utilize the current energy of water
courses directly by means of float suspended pro
pellers with guiding means are in rather limited

Fig. 4. ShoWS in a side elevation and Fig. 5 in a
front view the combination of the stream turbine

5
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The invention relates to a stream turbine and

with a trouble indicator; and
Fig. 6 is a diagram illustrating one form of the
control mechanism of the water power plant and
the electric connections therefor.
The stream turbine comprises one or more pro

pellers f, each secured to a hub formed by the rear
part 2 of a housing 3 of streamlined shape. A
gear 4 and a generator 5 are co
tioned accessories so that energy may be gained transmission
axially arranged within the housing. The parts
from water courses with not too low a current
to 5 just mentioned form together a unit which
velocity in an economical way. To achieve this can
be combined with the underwater structure
end an essential feature of the invention consists
in any desired of various possible ways. In the
in holding the turbine, which hangs on a rope
example shown in Fig. 3 there are two such units
anchored at the bottom of the water course, in
a floating condition by means of an underwater : connected with each other by a carrier structure
which consists of a rear underwater carrier Wing
carrier connected with the turbine and Creating
a front underwater carrier wing 7 and also
dynamic buoyancy. The underwater carrier may 6ofand
a holding rope 8 engaging at 9 the wing 6 or
be provided with at least one underwater carry a vertical
surface 2. The Wing T is turn
ing surface or wing which is equipped with con 5 able aboutguide
a transverse axis and is thereby
trol devices in a manner similar to airplane wings.
to Serve as a depth rudder. Along the
A favorable construction may be obtained by ar adapted
holding rope 8 there extend the various pipes and
ranging the propeller on a streamlined casing
leads f l required for the draining and ventilating
which contains the gears and the generator and
of
housing, for supplying the lubricating oil,
by providing one or more pairs of casings, the 30 forthe
leading
away the generated current and also
propellers of each pair running in opposite direc
for Supplying the electric control impulses. In
tion and the casings being connected with each
middle plane of the carrier structure there is
other by means of an underwater carrier struc the
provided
the vertical guide surface f2. The di
ture. The control devices may consist of a depth
rection of the flow of the water is indicated by ar
guide surface and/or a depth rudder and since
roWs. The holding rope is attached to a bracket

has for its object to partly dispense with and to
partly diminish the expenses for the just men

-

with stream turbines the position of height rela
tive to the water surface is essential, it is best to

actuate these control devices in response to
changes of the water level. While already there
by many of the accessories may be dispensed with,
also the need for stationary rakes serving as a
protection against objects floating in the water
may be eliminated. This can be done by arrang
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leads extends to the bank of the river. The di
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rection of rotation of the two propellers is oppo
site so that the torques are balanced. The pro
pellers may be equipped with guide members in a

manner known perse.
The carrier structure against which the water
flows at a certain velocity is adjustable so that

ing ahead of the stream turbine trouble indica
tors which, for instance, are Secured to buoys and
which in response to impulses they receive from

the stream turbine obtains a buoyancy which, in

cooperation with the holding rope 8, holds it in

objects swimming along cause a dive movement

the desired position of height. In general, this

of the turbine so that the latter moves out of the

path of these objects. The dive movement may

be brought about by depth control means and
may lead to a temporary position of rest of the
turbine at the bottom of the water course.
In the drawing which illustrates the invention
diagrammatically and by way of example,
Fig. 1 is a side elevation and Fig. 2 a front ele

3 which is anchored in the river bed and from

Which a conduit 4 accommodating the pipes and

50

position of height is determined by the diameter
of the propeller which, together with the guide
members, if such are provided, must submerge
completely. Thus the position of height of the
turbine depends on the water level. The auto
matic adjustment of the turbines to that posi
tion of height may, therefore, be brought about by
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rudder machines D which are arranged within
the housing 3 and actuate the Wing .
The trouble indicator, which protects the
stream turbine against damages through floating
wood, drifting ice, etc., by causing. diving of the
turbine may be of any suitable nature, for in
stance of mechanical nature and in this case it
may consist, e.g., of a series of buoys 5 (FigS. 4,

4
the control devices on the river bank, and the

5) which are forced under water by the oncon
ing object and which carry each a preSSulenie

0.

ter in the form of a spring diaphragm. The dia

phragm operates an electric switch which through
the auxiliary motor D, tilts the depth rudder
causing thereby a diving movement of the tul
bine. It is sufficient for that purpose to provide"
two regulating steps, one for Smaller immersion
or draft of the floating object, and the other for
greater immersion or draft. In the latter case

the turbine may dive almost down to the botton
of the water course, if this be necessary. The
switches are arranged in parallel so that it is the
buoy in the respective deepest position which de

15

of water level and trouble condition determines
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what may be called the combined functional con
dition. A4 e. g. is the combined functional con
dition in the case of middle water during a major
trouble whose end phase is shown in Fig. 6 where
in current carrying leads are drawn in full lines,
currentless leads in dotted lines.
In the following detailed description of One
form of control mechanism suitable for carrying:
the invention into effect only the conditions Al
A5 will be described since the corresponding B

termines the amount of actuation of the depth

rudder. The trouble indicator must, of course,
be arranged so far up still:ean With respect to the 25
turbine that the diving movement of the turbine
is completed before the arrival of the Onswimming.
objects at that turbine. The drawing shows this
distance between trouble indicator and turbine
much smaller as it actually would be. Preferably 30
the arrangement is such as to always adjust the
wing: it so in dependence on the varying wate:

level that the turbine always maintains the same
distance frontine water Sulface.

. In order that the propeller does not suffer
damage when the turbine approaches the bot
tom of the water course, means may be pro
vided to block the shaft of the propeller com
pletely and in a horizontal position for such a
deep diving movement. If desired a braking
action upon the shaft may precede Said blocking
of the propeller. Such interruptions of the op
eration of the turbine will be relatively seldom
because floating material of Such great immersion
as to require such a far-reaching diving of the
turbine will not come up often.
It is desirable to use the trouble indicator also.

for initiating the re-rising of the stream turbine
at the end of the action of the floating ma
terial. For this purpose a suitable retarding de
vice may be provided, which prevents a prema
ture rising of the turbine.
In order to protect the turbine lying on the
bottom of the river against rubble or boulders,
or other objects traveling on the ground, there
may be provided a stationary Small rake 6.
The diving novement of the turbine initiated

by the trouble indicator, must be accomplished
in identical manner regardless of the water level;
it is preferable, therefore, to keep the dive depth
of the first of the two above. mentioned regu
lating steps (in the case of minor troubles) al

bottom section shows the control devices of the
As far as the action of the depth control de
vice is concerned, fifteen different functional
conditions may be distinguished, characterized
first by the Water level, viz: A middle water, B
low water, and C high water; Second by different
trouble conditions in each of the above cases of
water level. I may denote the condition when
there is no trouble (normal case), 2 during a
Iminor trouble, 3 immediately after a minor trou
ble, 4 during a major trouble, and 5 immediately
after a major trouble. The combined influence
trouble indicator.

and C-conditions will then be obvious.
Condition A is the Working condition in the

case of middle: water, no drift wood or the like
working upon the trouble indicator' (floating
Irake). It can be considered as the normal case.

In the case of a sinking water level (as shown
in the drawing) an apparatus indicating the
water level, e. g. a float 8 of usual construction,
imparts, by means of an appropriate transmis
35 sion mechanism, a turning motion in clockwise
direction to a slide contact 50 of an impulse in
citer C. The side contact 50 glides on slide ring
segments 5 thereby actuating a steering ma
chine 9 step by step in counter-clockwise di
40 rection. The steering machine 9 is connected
with the worm 20 of a worm gear 20, 52, whose:
Worm wheel 52 carries three segments. 53 of an
impulse inciter 2 attached. Thus, the rotation:
of the steering machine 9 in counter-clockwise
direction causes the slide ring segments 53 to
glide along the slide contact 54 of the impulse:
inciter 2, and as a result of the successive actu
ation of these contacts the rudder device D in

5th

the turbine casing is moved step by step in clock
wise direction. The rudder device D on its part,
tilts by means of the worn gear. 55, 22 the depth

rudder 7 in the sense of a reduced inclination.

to the horizontal plane, A switch 56 is pro
vided for closing, the circuit of the magnet coil
55 6 of a locking device 4f so that a locking pin
42 is pulled upwards and the propeller shaft 43
car) rotate unobstructedly. The generator, shaft
43, by means of a spur gear 57, 45, drives, a small.
alternator. 44. The current of the latter flows.
0. through a galvanometer 47, actuating instead of

a pointer a switch 46, which at normal speed

lead to the same distance from the bottom. Fig. 6
an illustrative, schematic drawing presenting the
combined Operation of the control devices on the
river bank (in the auxiliary engine house H),
in the trouble indicator, and in the turbine. There

of the generator is in position II, so that the cir
cuit for the coil 6 of the locking device 4 is
also closed by switch 46 parallel to switch 56.
65: In the case of a rising water level all move
ments of the steering machine take place in op
posite direction, so that the depth rudder is ac
tuated in the sense of an increase of inclination
angle. In this manner the turbine maintains
always the same distance below the water sur

are three sections in the drawing, separated from

face, regardless of its level.

shows the equipment of the turbine (only half of
it being illustrated), the middle section shows

each other by dash and dot lines: the top section

case of middle water during a minor trouble.

ways constant in relation to the water surface.

The dive depth of the second step (in the case of
major troubles), however, must obviously always

shows in detail how to attain this end. It is

Condition A2 is the working condition in the

5.

The water level is the same as in the case of.

condition. Af; consequently there is no change,
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in comparison with the latter condition, as to lated parts of a bell crank lever, the initial posi
the positions of the impulse inciter C and the tion of Ai has not yet been fully reached but
the bell crank lever 30, 56 has been turned back
Wards only so much that though the circuit of
the motor of the steering machine 32 has been

worm wheel 52 with the slide ring segments

53. However, drift Wood, or the like, caused one
or several of the buoys 5 of the trouble indicator
to dive under water; thereby, water pressure is
originated, pressing depth plates 23 coordinated
to the affected buoys, downwards against the
tension of depth springs 24, and thus shifting
corresponding depth switches 25 from the posi
tion of rest I to the position II. The depth
switches close in position II the circuit of a
magnet coil 26, which pulls a Switch rod 27 down

closed, the position I of switch 56 has not yet
been reached, since the circuit of the motor of
the steering machine 32 is closed by means of the
O

current now flows through the field magnet 37,

so that the motor of the steering machine 32
rotates in clockwise direction. Therefore, the
winding device of the retarding clock is un
coupled, whereas the worm gears 20, 52 and 33

wards so that a release lever 28 of a retarding

clock 29, which in the position of rest is held
elevated by a can 62 of the switch rod, can drop
down so as to obstruct the running of the Wound

are running in a direction opposite to that dur

clock 29. The same cam tilts a switch 30 from
Switch position I to switch position II, and like

Wise the SWitch 56 from I to II. This closes the

Switch 30 in position II (which has been reached
at the end of the working condition A2). The

20

ing the working condition A2. Thereby also the
switch 35 and the slide contact 54 of the impulse
inciter 2 are actuated in opposite direction to
that in the case A2. The impulse inciter 2,
therefore, tilts the rudder, by means of the rud
der device D and worm gear 55, 22, in the sense

circuit of a steering machine 32, the current
flowing through the field magnet 3, thereof,
of an increased angle of inclination. This tilt
causing the rotor of the steering machine 32 to
ing lasts until the lever key switch 35 has re
rotate in counter-clockwise direction. The rotor
just mentioned is connected with the winding : turned from position II to position I. The switch
is constructed in such a manner that this occurs
device of the retarding clock by means of a

when the angle of inclination of the rudder 7 has
been restored to that of the condition A. In

clutch which engages said winding device and

thus winds the clock 29 if it rotates in a counter

the meantime, the retarding clock 29 keeps on
running and after a certain time (see A5) when
its run comes to an end, it presses the bell crank
lever completely back into its initial position, so
that the switch arm 56 is again in position I, and

clockwise direction, and is uncoupled if it rotates
in clockwise direction. At the same time the :
machine 32 turns the slide contact 54 of the im

pulse inciter 2, by means of a Worm gear 33. A
lever key switch 35 is operated by means of an

as a Whole, the condition. A has been restored.
other Worm gear 34. The slide contact 54 of
Condition A4 is the working condition in the
the impulse inciter 2 glides in its rotating move.- :

case of middle water and a major trouble. The
water level is the same as in the case of condi
tion A. Therefore, the positions of the impulse

ment on the three slide ring segments 53, es
tablishing thereby contact with one of these seg
ments after the other and thus moving the rud
der device D step by step in clockwise direction.
The rudder device D tilts the depth rudder 7

46)

by means of the worm gear 55, 22 in the sense
of reducing the angle of inclination. This dis

inciter C and the Worm gear 20, 52 with the slide
ring segments 53 have not changed, in com
parison with condition A. Drift wood, or the
like, has pressed one or several buoys deep under
water, the water pressure caused thereby press

placement continues until the lever key switch
ing downwards the corresponding depth plates,
35 is tilted from position I to position II, whereby
the circuit of the steering machine 32 is in 3 in the drawing: depth plate of buoy. I, against
the tension of the depth springs, shifting thereby
terrupted.

the corresponding depth switches from the posi
tion of rest I over II into the position III. The

The circuit of the locking device 4 is now
interrupted at switch 56, but since it is still
held closed by switch 46, the locking pin 42 re
mains pulled upwards, and the propeller shaft
43 can rotate unobstructedly.
Condition A3 is the working condition in the
case of middle water immediately after the end

depth switches in position III short-circuit the

armature 47 of the dynamo, which is in the form
of a D. C. generator, resulting in the braking of

the dynamo and, by means of the planet gear 4,
also the propeller screw. Furthermore, they close

in this position also the circuit of the magnet
coil 38, which pulls the Switch rod 27 down into

of a minor trouble. There is no change, in com

parison with the conditions A and A2, as to the

its lowest position. This causes, as described

water level and the positions of the impulse in
citer 2 f and the worm gear 20, 52. Drift wood,
or the like, has just passed over the trouble in

dicator, and all buoys are again on the water
surface. Consequently, all depth switches are
again in the normal position I, so that also the
Switch rod 27, by means of the recoil spring 36,
has been pulled back from the magnet coil 26
into the position of rest. At the same time, the
right hand cam 62 of the switch rod 27 has
pressed upwardly the release lever 28, so that
the retarding clock-which during the condition

A2 has been wound by the steering machine 32- can run during a period of time long enough to
let the drift wood swim past the turbine; and
at the end of this time the clock has pressed back
the switch 30 from position II into position I,
and keeps on running. In the example shown
schematically in the drawing, wherein the switch
arms of the Switches 30 and 56 form the two iso

above for condition A2, the freeing of the release
lever of the retarding clock 29, so that it can

60

drop and obstruct the running of the clock; and
the shifting of the switches 30 and 56 from posi
tion I to position II. Likewise switch 39 is shifted
to position II. In the initial phase, the circuit
of the Steering machine 32 is closed in the same

manner as in the case of condition A2. This
means: the motor runs in counter-clockwise di

rection, thereby winds the retarding clock and
actuates the impulse inciter 2 by means of the
worm gear 33 and the switch 35 by means of
the worm gear 34. The impulse inciter 2 oper

ates the rudder device, which decreases, by means

of the worm gear 55, 22, the angle of inclination

of the depth rudder. . This continues until the

lever key switch 35 has been shifted from posi

tion I to position II. In the meantime, the screw

propeller too has slowly come to a standstill, and
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shortly before this happens--when the current by means of the switch 56. The current, there
generated by the alternator 44 has become suf fore, flows through the magnet coil 6, and the
ficiently weak-the switch 46, connected with locking pin 42 is pulled back from the recess 12

the dynamo-galvanometer 47, has been turned
into position II. Switch 56 being also in posi
tion II, the circuit of the locking device is now
completely interrupted and the magnet coil 6d
without current, so that the locking pin 42 is
pressed downwards by means of the spring or
springs upon the locking ring 48. The lock
ing ring 48 is rigidly connected with the propeller
shaft 43 and has a recess or groove 72 in which

of the locking ring 48, so that the propeller screw
again begins to rotate. At the same time, be

cause of the rotation of the propeller, the alter

nator 4 is again operated with the result that
the dynamo-galvanometer turns the switch 46

back into position I. After the normal speed of
the propeller screw has been reached, the condi

tion.
A? is substantially restored.
* The described stream turbine is suitable

the
locking pin 42 can rest. Since, however, the
locking device is connected with the housing of

for

the generation of small or medium amounts of
energy from larger rivers or ocean arms having
substantial current. It permits any desired ex
tension of the plant by increasing the number
of the stream turbines put into action. The main
advantage of the stream turbine according to the
invention consists in that the costs of investinent

the turbine (

gear) only by one or, as shown
in the drawing, two retrieving springs T3, the

propeller shaft can keep on rotating for some dis

tance
until it comes to a standstill and is then
tirredback by the spring tension into the normal
position.
Then-in the final phase of condition
At the circuit of the steering machine 32 is

are low and the construction time is 'short. In

the case of the invention, in contrast to other
elosed by means of the contact II of the switch
Water power plants including: the conventional
35 and the contact II of the tumbler switch 39, stream turbines suspended from floats, the main
so that the motor and all devices attached investment is for the turbine proper and the gen
thereto keep on iunning, until the depth rudder, 25 erator, because apart from that there are required
by means of a cam 49, shifts the switch 40 from
only the anchoring means, the control means,
position I to position II, thereby interrupting the the leads and, on the river bank, a small auxiliary
eircuit of the steering machine 32.
engine house. The latter contains the various
Condition A5 is the working condition in the
purings for air, oil and water, the device for con
ease of middle water immediately after the end 30 trolling the voltage of the generator, and the
of a major trouble. Water level and positions Switchboard with the various neasuring instru
of impulse inciter C and worm gear 20, 52 are
thent.S. For Several turbines distributed over the
trfichanged, in comparison with Al-A4. The
width of the water course there is required, of
buoys have reappeared on the water surface and,
course, only one auxiliary machine house. A
consequently, the generator armature is not : conparative computation shows that the initial
Short-circuited any more; furthermore, all depth
costs of streatEn turbines according to the inven
switches are again in normal position, and the tion do not amount generally to more than ,
switch rod 27 has been pulled from the magnet or 4 of the initial costs for conventional water
power plants.
coil 38 backinto the position of rest by the spring
36. "Thereby the switch rod 27, by its right hand 3. What I cairn is:
earn, has pressed the release lever 28 upwards,
1. A water power plant comprising a stream
so that the retarding clock can run and, during
turbine, elongated holding means connected at
the period of time elapsing until the drift wood
one end to said turbine and anchored at the other
has floated past the turbine, turns back the
end to the botton of the water course, and an
switches to a point that the switch arm 56 does underwater carrier wing structure adapted to
not fully reach the position I, but the switch arm create dynamic buoyancy connected to said tur
30 closes the circuit of the steering motor 32. In billie So as to hold the latter suspended below the
this initial phase of condition A5 current flows surface of said water course.

by way of the switch 40 in position II (which has

2. A water power plant comprising a stream

been reached at the end of the condition A4)

turbine, elongated holding means connected at

through the field magnet 3". This causes the

steering motor 32 to rotate in a clockwise direc
tion, whereby the rudder T is tilted by ways of
the worm gear 33, the impulse inciter 21, the
udder'? device D, and the worm gear. 55, 22 in
increased angle of inclination;
in additioh, the worn of the gear 34 is being
turned in a clockwise direction. This phase lasts
until the 'cam 49 of the depthrudder'.7 resets the
switch 40 from position II to position I, where
upon the current flows over switch 40 in position

one end to Said turbine and anchored at the other
end to the bottom of the water course, and an
underwater carrier wing structure adapted to
create dynamic buoyancy connected to said tur

bine so as to hold the latter suspended 'below the
Surface on said carrier wing structure, and means
for changing the angular position of said control
Surface of Said water course, at least one control

Surface.

3. A water power plant comprising a stream
turbine.
having at least one propeller, each pro
I and switch 35 in position II so that the final peller having
coordinated thereto a streamlined
phase of condition A5 corresponds with the con housing
enclosing
an electric generator and a
dition A3. Consequently, the depth rudder con gear, elongated holding
connected satione
titlues to rotate (increase of the angle of inclina 65 end to said turbine andmeans
anchored at the other
tion), until the switch 35, connected with the end to the bottom of the water course, and an
worm of gear 34 is returned from position II to underwater carrier wing structure adapted to
position I and thereby the circuit of the steering create
buoyancy connected to said tur
machine. 82 is interrupted. Meantime, the re bine sodynamic
as to hold the latter suspended below the
tarding clock' continues to run until the distance 70 surface
of said water course.

of the turbine from the bottom is great enough
to make rotation of the propellers possible again.
Then, at the end of its run, the clock pushes

the switch 56 completely back into position I, so

60

24. A water power plant comprising a stream

turbine having at least one propeller, each pro

peller having coordinated thereto a streamlined

enclosing an electric generator" and a
that the circuit of the locking device 4 is closed 75 housing
gear, elongated holding means connected at one
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end to the bottom of the water course, an under
water carrier wing structure adapted to create
dynamic buoyancy connected to said turbine So
as to hold the latter suspended below the surface
of said water course, at least one control Surface
on said carrier wing structure, and means for
changing the angular position of said control Sur
face.

5. A water power plant comprising a stream
turbine having at least one pair of propellers,
each propeller having coordinated thereto a
streamlined housing enclosing an electric gen

the turbine operatively connected to at least one

erator and a gear, elongated holding means con

nected at One end to said turbine and anchored 5
at the other end to the bottom of the water

course, the propellers of each of said propeller
pairs having opposite rotational direction and
their coordinated housings being connected with
One another by an underwater carrier wing struc
ture adapted to create dynamic buoyancy So as
to hold said turbine Suspended below the surface

10

bine so as to hold the latter suspended below
the surface of said water course, said carrier wing
structure including at least one control Surface
adjustable about a horizontal axis, means re
Sponsive to changes in the height of the water
level operatively connected to said control surface
for varying the angular position of said control
Surface and thereby the position of height of
Said turbine in response to changes in said water
10 level, and means adapted to operate upon the
approach of objects drifting in the water towards

end to said turbine and anchored at the other

of said control surfaces for varying the position
of height of said turbine in response to the ap
proach of such drifting objects.
10. A water power plant comprising a stream
turbine, elongated holding means connected at
One end to said turbine and anchored at the other

20

of Said water course.

6. A water power plant comprising a stream
turbine having at least one pair of propellers,
each propeller having coordinated thereto a
streamlined housing enclosing an electric gener

25

end to the bottom of the water course, an under
water carrier wing structure adapted to create
dynamic buoyancy connected to said turbine so
as to hold the latter suspended below the surface
of Said water course, said carrier wing structure
including at least one control surface adjustable

about a horizontal axis, and means responsive to
changes in the height of the water level opera
tively connected to said control surface for vary

ator and a gear, elongated holding means con

nected at one end to said turbine and anchored
at the other end to the bottom of the water 30

course, the propellers of each propeller pair hav
ing opposite rotational direction and their co
Ordinated housings being connected with one an
other by an underwater carrier wing structure
adapted to create dynamic buoyancy so as to

ing the angular position thereof so as to maintain
the distance of said turbine from Said water level
Substantially constant in spite of changes in said

11. A water power plant comprising a stream
turbine, elongated holding means connected at
One end to said turbine and anchored at the

35

hold Said turbine suspended below the surface

of Said Water course, at least one adjustable con
trol Surface on at least one of said carrier wing
Structures, and means for changing the angular
position of Said control surface or surfaces.

Water level.

other end to the bottom of the water course, an
underwater carrier wing structure adapted to
Create dynamic buoyancy connected to said tur

bine so as to hold the latter suspended below

40

7. A water power plant comprising a stream
turbine, elongated holding means connected at

Sponsive to changes in the height of the water

level
operatively connected to said control surface
for varying the angular position thereof so as

one end to said turbine and anchored at the

other end to the bottom of the water course,
an underwater carrier wing structure adapted to
create dynamic buoyancy connected to said tur
bine So as to hold the latter suspended below
the Surface of said water course, said carrier
wing structure including at least one control sur
face adjustable about a horizontal axis, and

means responsive to changes in the height of
the Water level operatively connected to said con

trol Surface for varying the angular position of
Said control Surface and thereby the position
of height of said turbine.
8. A water power plant comprising a stream
turbine, elongated holding means connected at

to maintain the distance of said turbine from
Said Water level substantially constant in spite
of changes in said water level, and trouble de
tecting devices arranged ahead of said turbine
in the direction of the flow of the water course
50 connected with means for varying the position
of height of said turbine upon at least one of
said devices being acted upon by objects drifting
in the Water course so as to submerge said turbine
to great enough a depth below the water level to
55 permit said objects free passage over said tur
bine.

9. A water power plant comprising a stream

turbine, elongated holding means connected at

one end to said turbine and anchored at the
other end to the bottom of the water course, an
underWater carrier wing structure adapted to

-

12. A Water power plant comprising a stream
turbine having at least one propeller, each pro

One end to Said turbine and anchored at the

other end to the bottom of the water course, an
underWater carrier wing structure adapted to
create dynamic buoyancy connected to said tur
bine So as to hold the latter suspended below the
Surface of said water course, said carrier wing
Structure including at least one control surface
adjustable about a horizontal axis, and means
adapted to operate upon the approach of objects
drifting in the water towards the turbine opera
tively connected to said control surface for vary
ing the position of height of said turbine.

the surface of said water course, said carrier wing
Structure including at least one control surface
adjustable about a horizontal axis, means re
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peller having coordinated thereto a streamlined
housing enclosing an electric generator and a

gear, elongated holding means connected at one

end to said turbine and at the other end to the
bottom of the water course, an underwater car
rier wing structure adapted to create dynamic
buoyancy connected to said turbine so as to hold
the latter Suspended below the surface of said
Water course, said carrier wing structure includi
ing at least one control surface adjustable about

a horizontal axis, means responsive to changes
in the height of the water level operatively con

nected to said control surface for varying the

angular position of Said control Surface so as to

maintain the distance of said turbine from said
water level substantially constant in spite of
create dynamic buoyancy connected to said tur- 75 changes in said water level, and trouble detecting
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devices arranged ahead of said turbine in the
more than said predetermined draft, and means
:direction of the flow of the water course con
for locking said propeller or propellers in sub
nected with means for varying the position of
stantially horizontal position of the propeller

11.

height of said, turbine upon at least one of said
idevices being acted upon by objects drifting in

blades upon said means for controlling the dis
pia cement of said control surface or surfaces be
ing actuated for the immersion of the turbine to
Said larger depth. .
16. A Water power plant comprising a stream
turbine, elongated holding means connected at one

ithe Water course so as to submerge said turbine

to great enough a depth below said water level

to permit free passage of said objects over said
turbine.

13. A water power plant comprising a stream
end to said turbine and anchored at the other
thrbine, elongated holding means connected at
end to the bottom of the water course, an under
One eld to said turbine and anchored at the
Water carrier wing structure adapted to create
other end to the bottom of the water course,
dynamic buoyancy connected to said turbine so
an underwater carrier wing structure adapted to
as to hold the latter suspended below the surface
Create dynamic buoyancy connected to said tur 15 of Said water course, said carrier wing structure
bine so as to hold the latter suspended below
including at least one control surface adjustable
the Strface of said water course, said carrier
about a horizontal axis, trouble detecting devices
Wing structure including at least one control Sur
arranged ahead of said turbine in the direction
face adjustable about a horizontal axis, and
of the flow of the water course connected with
means adapted to be operated upon the approach
means for varying the angular position of said
of objects drifting in the water towards the
devices being acted upon by objects drifting in
turbine operatively connected to said control
the Water course so as to submerge said turbine
SWrface for Varying the gosition of height of Said
to great enough a depth below the water level
turbine in response to such approach of such
to permit free passage of said objects over said
drifting objects togethe' with means for control- 2):5 tirline, and means for readjusting said control
ling the displacement of said control Surface or
Surface to return said turbine to the position
surfaces to an extent corresponding to immer
assumed before said lowering.
sion of Said turbine to one depth below the Water
it. A Water power plant comprising a stream
level if the approaching object has a predeter
turbine, elongated holding means connected at
mined draft or less and to an extent correspond : One end to Said turbine and anchored at the other
ing to immersion of the turbine to a larger depth
end to the bottom of the water course, an un
below... the water level if the approaching object
derwater
carrier wing structure adapted to
has more than said pledetermiaed draft,
Create dynamic buoyancy connected to said tur
14. A water power plant comprising a stream
bille so as to hold the latter suspended below
turbine having at least one propeller, elongated 33 the Surface of Said water course, said carrier
holding means coianected at one end to said tul'Wing structure including at least one control sur
bine and anchored at the other end to the bottom
face adjustable about a horizontal axis, trouble
of the Water course, an underwater carrier Wing
detecting devices arranged ahead of said turbine
structure adapted to create dynamic buoyancy
in the direction of the flow of the water course
connected to said turbine so as to hold the latter 4,

said carrier Wing structure including at least one
control Surface adjustable about a horizontal

connected with means for varying the angular
position of said control surface to lower said tur
bine upon at least, one of said devices being acted
upon by objectS drifting in the water course so

proach of objects drifting in the Water towards
the turbine opelatively connected to said control

depth below the water level to permit free pas
Sage of Said objects over said turbine, and means

suspended below the surface of said water course,
axis, means adapted to be operated upon ap

Surface for varying the position of height of said
turbine in response to such approach of such
drifting objects, and means for locking said pro
peller Or propellers in substantially horizontal
position of the propeller blades.
15. A water power plant comprising a stream
turbine having at least one propeller, elongated
holding lineans connected at one end to said

as to Submerge said turbine to great enough a

,

for readjusting said control surface to return said
turbine to the position assumed before said low
ering, Said readjusting means being operatively
connected with said trouble detecting devices to

be initiated for operation thereby and being con
trollable by retarding means for delaying the
action of Said readjusting means until some time
after said drifting objects have passed said
turbine and anchored at the other end to the . trouble detecting devices.
18. A Water power plant comprising a stream
bottom of the water course, an underwater
carrier Wing stractule adapted to create dy
turbine having at least one propeller, each pro
namic blitoyancy connected to said turbine so as
peller having coordinated thereto a streamlined
housing enclosing an electric generator and a
to hold the latter suspended below the surface
of Said Water course, said carrier wing struc fit gear, elongated holding means connected at one
ture including at least one control surface ad
end to Said turbine and anchored at the other
justable about a horizontal axis, means adapted end to the bottom of the water course, an under
to be operated upon the approach of objects Water carrier wing structure adapted to create
dynamic buoyancy connected to said turbine
drifting in the water towards the turbine opera
tively connected to said control surface for vary
So as to hold the latter suspended below the sur
ing . . the position of height of said turbine in re.
face of Said water course, a cable for leading
Sponse to Such approach of Such drifting objects
away the electric carient produced by said gen
together with means for controlling the displace.
erator, and flexible pipe lines for draining and
Ventilating of Said housing and for the supply
inent of said control surface or surfaces to an
extent corresponding to immersion of said tur () of iubricants, said cable and pipe lines extend
ing along Said elongated holding means to the
bine to One depth below the Water level if the
approaching object has a predetermined draft
bottom of the water course and from there to one
of the banks of said water course.

or less and to an extent corresponding to im
xnersion of the turbine to a larger depth below

the water level if the approaching object has
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